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**Background:** Although the ability to adaptively reflect on negative autobiographical experiences without ruminating is critical to mental health, to our knowledge no research has directly examined the neural systems underlying this process.

**Methods:** Sixteen participants were scanned using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) as they focused on negative autobiographical memories using cognitive strategies designed to facilitate (feel strategy) versus undermine (analyze and accept strategies) rumination.

**Results:** Two key findings were obtained. First, consistent with prior emotion regulation research using image-based stimuli, left prefrontal activity was observed during the implementation of all three strategies. Second, activity in a network of regions involved in self-referential processing and emotion, including subgenual anterior cingulate cortex and medial prefrontal cortex, was highest in response to the feel strategy and lowest for the accept strategy. This pattern of activation mirrored participants’ self-reports of negative affect when engaging in each strategy.

**Conclusions:** These findings shed light on the brain regions that distinguish adaptive versus maladaptive forms of reflecting on negative autobiographical memories and offer a novel, ecologically valid route to exploring the neural bases of emotion regulation using fMRI.
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The ability to adaptively cope with distressing life experiences is a key self-regulatory challenge. Failing to meet this challenge can be costly, as intrusive and emotionally charged thoughts about these experiences contribute to a variety of clinical disorders (1). Although an explosion of research has examined the neural bases of consciously regulating negative emotions triggered in response to normatively aversive visual or cutaneous shock stimuli (2–19), no research has examined how these findings generalize to coping with such highly idiosyncratic negative emotional memories. This is important because some regions known to be critical to mood disorders have not been consistently identified in prior neuroimaging research on the use of cognitive strategies to regulate emotion. Consider, for example, research on depression, a mood disorder characterized by high levels of self-focused rumination (20,21). Although findings clearly indicate that subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sgACC) activity tracks closely with depressive symptoms (22–30), research on emotion regulation strategies thought to be relevant to cognitive therapies for depression (e.g., reappraisal) rarely report changes in activity in this region. This discrepancy suggests that some of the brain regions involved in regulating feelings associated with emotional memories may be different than those involved in regulating responses to normatively negative stimuli.

Here, we examined this issue by developing a novel functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) paradigm in which participants recalled a series of highly arousing negative autobiographical memories and then focused on them using strategies designed to facilitate versus undermine adaptive self-reflection. The first “feel” strategy directed individuals to focus on the specific feelings that naturally flowed through their mind as they thought about their recalled experiences. This strategy was used because prior research indicates that focusing concretely on negative feelings triggers the kind of negative affect infused, ruminative episodes that are the hallmark of dysfunctional coping (31–33). The second “accept” strategy directed individuals to recognize that the feelings they experienced during recollection were passing mental events that were psychologically distant from the self and did not control them. The instructions for this strategy were adapted from a form of cognitive behavioral therapy that teaches people how to mindfully focus on negative feeling states in ways that are believed to buffer against rumination (34–36). The third “analyze” strategy directed participants to objectively analyze the causes and reasons underlying their feelings and was designed as a memory analog of cognitive reappraisal strategies used in prior fMRI studies (12,13,18,19).

**Methods and Materials**

Twenty-four Columbia University affiliates (15 female subjects; M age = 20.83, SD = 3.27) provided informed consent. Prospective participants were screened to ensure they were not currently undergoing treatment from a mental health professional, taking mental health-related medication (e.g., Prozac), were claustrophobic, or had metal in their bodies. The sample consisted of 60% European Americans, 24% Asians, 4% African Americans, and 12% other.

**Stimuli**

Similar to prior studies that have used script-driven methods, cue phrases were used to trigger the recall of negative autobiographical memories in the scanner. To obtain memory cues, participants were asked to describe in writing nine highly arousing negative autobiographical experiences during a screening session and then judge the extent to which thinking about...
each memory made them feel aroused (M = 6.85; SD = .65) and negative (M = 6.94; SD = .55) using a 7-point scale in which higher numbers corresponded to higher levels of arousal and negativity. Paired sample t tests comparing valence and arousal ratings for all memories revealed no significant differences (arousal: ts = 1.87, ps > .08; valence: ts = 1.07, ps > .30).

Training

Upon arrival at the fMRI scanner, participants were reminded of the negative autobiographical memories they generated during the screening session and taught how to quickly recall each memory in response to specific cue words using a computerized protocol. In the first part of the protocol, a cue phrase appeared on screen along with a description of the memory to which it corresponded. Participants were given as much time as they needed to pair the cue and memory so that they would be able to quickly recall each memory when presented with the cue alone. This process repeated until participants saw a cue-memory description pairing for all nine memories. During the second phase of the protocol, each cue was randomly presented on screen and participants were instructed to press the space bar as soon as they were able to recall the specific negative autobiographical experience it corresponded to. Reaction time data were examined to ensure that participants recalled each memory in less than 10 seconds (i.e., the amount of time participants had to recall their experiences during the experiment). Subsequently, participants received instructions regarding how to implement each strategy during scanning (see introduction for summary of specific strategy instructions).

fMRI Task

Participants viewed three repetitions each of three types of stimulus blocks (feel, accept, or analyze) whose order was counterbalanced. Each block was comprised of three 80-second trials. All trials began with a 10-second cue phrase indicating that participants should recall the autobiographical memory indicated by the cue. Subsequently, a strategy cue word appeared on screen directing them to engage in the feel, accept, or analyze strategy for 30 seconds. Next, participants indicated how aroused and negative they felt using a 5-point scale (1 = not at all aroused/negative; 5 = very aroused/negative). Each question appeared on screen for 5 seconds. Finally, participants engaged in a 30-second spatial perception task in which they saw an arrow pointing left or right and were asked to indicate which direction the arrow was pointing. This task was used as a baseline condition because pilot testing indicated that when participants were asked to recollect memories naturally, they tended to spontaneously engage in the strategies. Therefore, we sought an active baseline task that would not engage the regulatory, memory, and emotional processes of interest, and prior work suggests that this arrows task does not engage these processes.

Table 1. Conjunction Analysis Identifying Regions Commonly Active in the Feel, Analyze, and Accept Strategy Conditions Relative to an Active Baseline Task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region of Activation</th>
<th>Brodmann’s Area</th>
<th>TAL Coordinates</th>
<th>Voxels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inferior Frontal Gyrus</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>-51 29 16 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuneus</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>-12 -88 31 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebellum</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>24 -70 -38 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Occipital Gyrus</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>15 -91 10 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingual Gyrus</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>-6 -73 -2 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAL, Talairach.

Figure 1. Regions of IPCF active for each strategy relative to baseline. Bar graphs illustrate parameter estimates of signal intensity for each strategy versus baseline. Error bars represent SEM. AC, accept; AN, analyze; FE, feel; IPCF, left prefrontal cortex.
processes (37). Postscan debriefings indicated that three participants did not follow instructions. Their data were excluded from subsequent analyses.

fMRI Acquisition and Analysis

Whole-brain functional data were acquired on a GE 1.5 T scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) in 24 contiguous axial slices (4.5 mm thick, 1.5 × 1.5 mm in-plane resolution) parallel to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure (AC-PC) line with a T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (repetition time [TR] = 2000, echo time [TE] = 40, flip angle = 60, field of view [FOV] = 22) in three runs of 124 volumes each (248 sec). Structural data were acquired with a T1-weighted spoiled gradient recalled echo (SPGR) scan (124 slices, 1.5 mm thick, in-plane resolution .86 × .86 mm; TR = 19, TE = 5, flip angle = 20, FOV = 220).

Functional scans were slice time and motion corrected using Oxford Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB; Oxford, United Kingdom) Software Library (FSL) tools slicetimer and MCFLIRT and were normalized and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width at half maximum (FWHM) using SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, University College London, London, United Kingdom). Statistical analyses

Table 2. Activations Revealed from a Within-Subjects ANOVA Examining the Effect of Strategy (Feel vs. Accept vs. Analyze)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region of Activation</th>
<th>Brodmann’s Area</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>Voxels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anterior Cingulate</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial Frontal Gyrus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.37</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebellum</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-64</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebellum/Lingual Gyrus</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12.26</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-43</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Temporal Gyrus</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>10.06</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>-70</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior Frontal Gyrus</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.47</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuneus</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.61</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-79</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuneus</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12.89</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-97</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior Frontal Gyrus</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANOVA, analysis of variance; TAL, Talairach.

Figure 2. Effects of strategy condition on brain activity and negative affect. (A) Regions of mPFC and sgACC displaying a significant linear effect of strategy condition. Bar graphs illustrate parameter estimates of signal intensity for each strategy versus baseline. (B) Self-report negative affect as a function of strategy condition. Error bars represent SEM. AC, accept; AN, analyze; FE, feel; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; sgACC, subgenual anterior cingulate cortex.
were conducted using the general linear model (GLM) framework implemented in Brain Voyager (Maastricht, The Netherlands). Boxcar regressors, convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF), modeled periods for the 10-sec recall epoch and 30-sec strategy epoch. The arrow task epoch was used as the baseline. Voxelwise statistical parametric maps (SPM) summarizing differences between trial types were calculated for each subject and then entered into random effects group analyses with statistical maps thresholded at $p < .005$ uncorrected for multiple comparisons, with an extent threshold of 12 voxels. These parameters were chosen because they corresponded to an overall alpha level of $p < .05$ corrected for multiple comparisons as calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation method implemented in Analysis of Functional Neuroimages (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni), which is widely used in fMRI research (5,15–17,38–40). This technique controls for the familywise error rate (FWE) by simulating null data sets with the same spatial autocorrelation found in the residual images and creates a frequency distribution of different cluster sizes. Clusters larger than the minimum size corresponding to the a priori chosen FWE are then retained for additional analysis. This technique offers an alternative to simple FWE-only voxel-based correction. Preliminary analyses indicated that participants’ valence and arousal ratings were highly correlated ($r = .68$, $p < .001$). They were therefore averaged to form a single index of negative affect that was used for subsequent analyses. Data from three participants were excluded because of technical difficulties. In addition, 5 participants were excluded for excessive motion, leaving a total of 16 participants.

**Results**

We first examined regions commonly active across all three strategies by performing a conjunction analysis on regions active for each strategy versus the baseline task. This analysis revealed increased activity in occipital regions implicated in visualizing recollected events as well as left lateral prefrontal regions previously implicated in studies of cognitive reappraisal using visual stimuli (Table 1; Figure 1).

Next, we used an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with strategy as the within-subjects factor to examine regions whose activity was modulated by the strategy participants implemented. This analysis revealed activations in regions involved in self-referential processing, emotion, and autobiographical memory recall, including right rostral medial and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (PFC), cuneus, and most notably sgACC (Table 2; Figure 2A). To determine which strategies drove these activations, we extracted beta values for each condition from each cluster. These analyses revealed highly significant linear effects in 8 of 9 clusters, with activations in each cluster greatest for the feel strategy followed by the analyze strategy and then the accept strategy ($F$s for all linear effects $> 17.08$, all $p$s $\leq .001$). This pattern directly mirrored participants’ self-reported negative affect ratings, which revealed the same highly significant linear relationship ($F(1,15) = 24.12$, $p < .001$; Figure 2B). The only cluster that did not display this pattern was a small region of activity in right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (rVLPFC). Consistent with the activations observed in the other clusters, the feel strategy led to significantly more activity in this region than the other two strategies. However, analyze led to lower levels of activation compared with accept, although this difference was not significant ($p = .26$; for strategy vs. strategy comparisons see Table 1 in Supplement 1).

To more directly examine the relationship between neural activity and self-reported negative affect, we next performed a series of simple regression analyses that examined whether self-reported increases in negative affect across strategy conditions (e.g., feel - accept affect difference score; feel - analyze affect difference score; analyze - accept affect difference score) correlated with brain activity identified by the corresponding strategy versus strategy contrast (Supplement 1). We first compared activity on accept and feel trials because these were the conditions that were maximally different on both self-reported negative affect and neural activity identified in the ANOVA described above. These analyses revealed significant positive associations between increases in self-reported negative affect and activity in sgACC and medial PFC (Table 3). Decreases in negative affect on accept versus feel trials were significantly positively correlated with activity in caudate, superior parietal lobule, and medial frontal gyrus, suggesting that these regions were involved in downregulating participants’ affective responses (Table 4). The only region correlating with increased levels of negative affect on analyze versus accept trials was the insula (Table 4). No regions correlated with decreases in negative affect on accept versus analyze trials or with increases or decreases in negative affect on feel versus analyze and analyze versus feel trials, respectively.

**Discussion**

To our knowledge, this study is the first to directly examine the neural systems underlying the ability to regulate emotion by

### Table 3. Regions Showing a Positive Correlation Between Increases in Self-Reported Negative Affect and Increases in Brain Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region of Activation</th>
<th>Brodmann’s Area</th>
<th>TAL Coordinates</th>
<th>Voxels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feel &gt; Accept</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Frontal Gyrus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>-21 56 19 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior Cingulate/</td>
<td>25/11</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>-9 14 -17 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectal Gyrus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior Frontal Gyrus</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>-39 23 -17 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel &gt; Analyze</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insula</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>-39 -16 -5 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAL, Talairach.
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### Table 4. Regions Showing a Positive Correlation Between Decreases in Self-Reported Negative Affect and Increases in Brain Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region of Activation</th>
<th>Brodmann’s Area</th>
<th>TAL Coordinates</th>
<th>Voxels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accept &gt; Feel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caudate</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11 22 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial Frontal Gyrus</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-22 58 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior Parietal Lobule</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-49 58 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze &gt; Feel</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accept &gt; Analyze</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAL, Talairach.
adaptively reflecting on negative autobiographical experiences without ruminating. Two key findings were obtained.

First, consistent with prior research using image-based stimuli (2–19,41), left PFC was observed during the implementation of all three strategies. In the context of prior work, this suggests that left PFC implements reappraisal operations regardless of stimulus type or the specific type of cognitive strategy one employs.

Second, activity in a network of regions involved in self-referential processing, autobiographical memory recall, and emotion—including sgACC and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)—was highest in response to the feel strategy and lowest for the accept strategy, and this pattern of activation mirrored participants’ self-reports of negative affect. Moreover, activity in these regions correlated positively with increases in negative affect on feel versus accept trials, indicating that they were directly related to participants’ subjective emotional responses.

These findings have important implications for understanding why depressed individuals, who are known to ruminate (19–20), show activity at rest in a similar set of regions, including sgACC (24,42). They suggest that depressed individuals may spontaneously engage in the same type of self-focused rumination triggered by the feel strategy. Importantly, the present findings demonstrate that this activity can be brought under their cognitive control when the appropriate type of self-regulatory strategy is implemented. More broadly, these findings provide neural corroborations for behavioral research showing that focusing concretely on negative feelings facilitates rumination, whereas focusing on negative feelings as mental events that are psychologically distanced from the self undermines it (31–33).

These findings also suggest that attempts to objectively analyze one’s feelings may be a less successful form of reducing negative affect than acceptance when memories are the source of negative feelings rather than standardized visual stimuli. In this vein, it is noteworthy that although both the accept and analyze strategies led to significant group average drops in self-reported negative affect relative to the feel strategy, these drops correlated with changes in sgACC and mPFC activity only for the feel versus accept contrast. The failure to observe a similar correlation for the analyze versus feel contrast. This analysis revealed significant positive correlations between increases in self-reported affect and mPFC (x = 6, y = 56, z = 1; r = .80, p < .001) and sgACC (x = −1, y = 5, z = −8; r = .60, p = .02) activity. Although exploratory, when considered in the context of the similar correlations found for the feel versus accept comparison, this finding is consistent with the idea that successful regulation diminishes activity in these regions.

Conclusion

The present results raise a number of new questions for future research. To what extent do the neural processes involved in recalling negative autobiographical memories differ from those involved in reflecting on them to enhance or diminish emotional responses? And most important for translational research, how do clinical versus normal populations differ in their ability to adaptively implement regulatory strategies designed to reduce emotions generated in response to thinking about highly personal emotional memories? Given the pervasive role that thinking about such experiences plays in eliciting distress and dysfunction in everyday life, a key need for future research is to address these questions to refine our understanding of the neural systems that characterize these different forms of self-reflection and their emotional consequences.
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